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COMMERCIAL ENERGY CONSUMERS ASSOCIATION 
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 

INFORMATION REQUEST NO. 1 

FortisBC Energy Inc. 2017 Price Risk Management Plan 
Project No. 1598917 

March 8, 2018 

1. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2, page 4 and page 5 

In Order Ci-168-'17, FEI v.ias asked which objectives or a combination U1ereof should be usecl to 
assess the clesign ondlor efficocy of FEl's J·1edgin~1 program: 

• l\'lonage price volatility; 

• rvlanage supply security; 

• Take o market position in anticipation of future commodity prices chonges; or 

• Other 

FEl's objectives for its price risk management, wl1ict-i includes hed~1ing, inclucle the following: 

• ll'litigote mmket price volatility to support rate stability, and 

• Cc:ipture opportunities to maintain cornmoc!ity rates at l1istoricc1lly low levels. 

Managing Supply Security is Not One of FEl's Price Risk Management Objectives 

Managing security of supply is primarily an objective of the Annual Contracting Plan (ACP), 
wllicl1 outlines FEl's physical resource contracting strategies, as discussed in Section 4.1. 
Managing supply security helps FEI ensure ratepnyers receive cost effective and reliable 
supply, which subsequently supports some degree of managing price volatility. However, the 
price rnanagernent benefits are a secondary benefit of FEl's ACP. It is the ACP, which first 
determines the physical resource:3 requirecl to meet customers' load requirements. This 
typically includes contn:ictin[J for physicol resources including supply basecl on morket index 
prices. Then. ba:3ecl on this mmket inclex pricing exposure. t1·1e 1,eclging strntegy is applied to 
reduce the impacts of any nmrket price volntility and potentially lock in low foiwmd market 
prices. 

1.1 Please confirm the hedging program adds no risk to FEI's security of supply. 
1.1.1 If not confirmed, please explain why not. 

1.2 Please identify if PEI has prioritized one of its objectives over the other. 

{00957139;1} 
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2. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2, page 5 and page 11 

Taking a Market Position ls Not One of FEl's Price Risk Management Objectives 

FEI 's price risk rnanagernent objectives and proposed hedgin(l strategy are consistent witl, a 
"risk'' view rntl,er tt,an a "marker view. By setting predefinecl l1ecl(1ing price targets fJased on 
consideration of gas producer break-even costs. historical prices relntive to current price levels 
and FEl's cornrnoclity rate, FEl's heclging strategy is aligned with o risk viev.; rotl,er than a 
rnmket view. A market view involves speculating on future price movements in ntternpt to 
capture gains. FEI doe:; not t1y to predict the clirection or magnitude of future rnmket prices 
cl1anges or whetl,er the market prices may fall to more favournble levels. The objective of 
capturing opportunities to provide customers with rnore affordable rates is about helping 
maintain low, but not necessarily the lov.iest. rntes for customers relative to where rates have 
been in the past. 

i12 
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2.1.1 Please confirm that FEI would alter its hedging price targets if its market knowledge 
indicated that the market price would likely decline dramatically in the future? 
2.1.1.1 If not confirmed, please explain why not. 

2.1.2 If yes, please confirm that the hedging strategy includes a general expectation of 
future market prices and where FEI considers the current market price to be relative 
to both the past and the future. 

2.1.3 If not, please explain why not. 

{00957139;1} 
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3. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2, page 8 and page 9 

1.3 Wide AECO/NIT Discount May Tighten 

FEI purcl1ases the majority of its gas supply based on AECOINIT index pricing. The discount 
between Henry Hub, the North American benchmark hub, and AECO/NIT prices (1.e. the 
AECO/NIT basis) has continued to wiclen in the fo1warcl market prices in the past year. 
However, easing of pipeline constraints in the next five years to move excess supply from t11e 
WCSB could tighten the bflsis and increase AECO/NIT prices. 

Fo1wmcl AECOiNIT market prices hsve fallen recently as less natuml gas supply from t11e 
WCSB is required for eastern U.S. ancl Canaclirn1 markets in the future clue to the growth in gas 
supply ancl pipeline connections from t1·1e l'v1arcellus and Uticn shale regions. In addition, WCSB 
supply hns increased at the sflme time. 

AECO/NIT market prices are near their lowest levels in decades due to a combination of natural 
gas from the WCSB being pushed bnck from tl1e eost, increasin~1 Alberta supply clue to lower 
break-even c;osts, nncl Alberta pipeline constraints. Tl1e pipeline constraints within the 'vVCSB to 
nccess downstreom markets will continue to influence the discount between Herny Hub nnd 
AECOiNIT prices for the nenr future. The AECO/NIT !)asis will oontinue to be sensonnlly 
pressured during summer pipeline maintenance seoson cnusing lower prices, relative to Herny 
Hub, in those months. 

However, pipeline clevelopments over tt1e next five yems c:oulcl significnntly alleviate price 
pressure ancl start to tighten the AECO/NIT basis, as shown in the fi[JUre below. 

3.1 Does the Forward AECO/NIT market price reflect the prospective easing of pipeline 
constraints? 
3 .1.1 Please explain why or why not. 

{00957139;1} 
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4. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2 page 12 

Figure 3-7: FE:I Historical Commodity Rate 
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4.1 Please provide Figure 3-7 monthly and overlay this with the FEI customer cost of gas. 

5. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2, page 12 and 13 

FEI is sensitive to t11e irnpacts increai,;es in comrnodity rates can have on customers' bills and 

that increases of more than IO percent, as has occurred in recent years, may be difficult for 

sorne customers. In the shale gas era in recent years. the impact of market price volatility has 

caused commodity rate increases that have amountecl to rnore than IO percent bill increase·_; for 

custorners. This hos occurred tvvice during the shole ~1as era. including ~luly 2013, 1Nhen the cost 

of gas for residential customers increased frorn the previous quarter by $0.(i4 per G,J or 31 

percent to increase the average annual bill by 10 percent and also in April 2014 when the cost 

of ~1as increased from the previous quarter by $1.37 per (3J or 42 percent to increase t11e 

c'lVernge onnuol bill by 14 percent. As of Janurny I, 2018, the cost of gas for residential 

customers is $1.549 per GJ. At this level, a comrnoclity rate increase of only $0.82 per GJ or 53 
percent woulcl cm1se u-1e annual avernge bill to increose by 10 percent. lmplementin~J tl1e 

proposecl hedging strntegy witl1 hedging price targets aligned with the commodity rate would 
help rnitigute :;ignificant bill increases in the future. 

5.1 Please clarify whether or not the 2 instances of bill increases over 10% above involved 
commodity price changes from the prior quarter or FEI cost of gas to customers changes 
from the prior quarter. 

5 .2 Please provide the customer bill rates by month for the last 10 years. 

(00957139;1} 
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6. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2 page 13 

The survey indicates that customers (Jenerally, at this time, have less concern over natural gas 

bills than other household expenditures such as gasoline, groceries, electricity, and auto 
insurance6. However, the results indicate that customers appear fairly sensitive to increoses to 
their r1as bill. The majority of customers surveyed indicated that they vvoulcl definitely or probably 
make some chan9es to their household behavior to offset bill increases of 25 percent or rnore7. 

Customers also indicated they would prefer that FEI make smaller, more frequent adjustrnents 

to the commoclity rate, ratl1er than less frequent but pos:;ibly larger acljustrnents8. 

The responses in tl,e survey point to a willingness tJy many customers to pay a small premium 
for IJill stability. The survey indicates that 62 percent vvoulcl be willing to pay a small premium 

for !)ill stalJility vvl1ile 3 ·1 percent indicatecl they woulcl not be willing to pay a premium and 7 
percent were uncertain9 Tl1e survey results show thnt, on avera~Je, resiclential customers would 
be willing to pay up to 3.6 percent each month ancl small commercial customers would be willing 
to pay up to 4_6 percent each month for greater stnbility in their natural gas bill 10_ This 

translates into an average of about rn to 24 percent premium on tt1e commodity rate component 
of tl,e bill 11. 

6 Appendix A page 23 - Concern About Price Increases 
7 Appendix A page 30 - Impact of Natural Gas Bill Increases on Behavior 
8 Appendix A page 33 - Cost of Gas Rate Adjustment Preferences 
9 Appendix A page 28 - 62% of All Residents inclL1des 19% that "Like it" and 43% that state ''It's ok" 
10 Appendix A page 27 - Residential customers willing to pay 3.6% and Commercial customers willing to pay 4.6% a 

month 
11 3.6% to 4.6% of total bill per GJ ($8.241/GJ) equals $0.30/GJ to $0.38/GJ, which, when divided by commodity rate 

component per GJ ($1.549/GJ), is about 19% to 24%. 

6.1 How did FEI define 'bill stability' to its customers in the above survey? 
6.2 Please confirm or otherwise explain that FEI is referencing customer sensitivity to an 

increase of 25% or more to their total gas bill in the above clipping. 
6.3 Please confirm that the commodity accounts for about 18.7963% of the total natural gas 

bill. Please distinguish between residential and commercial customers if there is a 
difference. 

6.4 Please confirm or otherwise explain that footnote 11 indicates that FEI backwards 
calculated the acceptable increase in commodity rates assuming that customers were 
willing to pay a premium on their 'total bill', and not just a premium on the cost of gas. 

6.5 Please confirm or otherwise explain that customer surveys of willingness to pay always 
exceeds by a large margin the customer choice to pay for the service. 

6.6 Please provide all research FEI has done comparing customer expressed willingness to 
pay on a survey versus customer's actual choice to make the payment. 

{00957139;1} 
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7. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2, Appendix A page 9 

sentis 

F-or FortisBC to d,;vclop ,"i pncc- risk m.:m.10e-m~nt str.11egy thdt meets the ne·ecl::; of v.:mom (Ustomcr clas<;e5, it helps: to undersCmd the b-reai:down ot re,::tdenti.::.! customers in terms of 
ho\•J fi;,eJ Jbout the of .:rnd J natural bi!! to protect Jgc<inst possible price 1ncre,1Ses J11c1!v:,i:; Jmong Fortis Bes 

Jnd to he!µ facilitate prog1am de\•l':lopment, {Hi:1te th.~t the sJrno::-
rn-;tomcr<, g1v._:,o the sm3ll ,;arnple <;\2<" (n= 167) / 

Support thi! i:,:,rici:pt of p,Yfing e:..tra to 
protect ;39ain.st mcre:J~CS {71% in 
!:upport) 

Prefer sinalh:1, more lrc,1uc:nl .3dJU~tment:, to their nJltH3! 
gas bt!l {62%) (:over taigcr, less f10::quent adp.i:;tmerit:; (21%) 

Most like!/ t,:; b,~ on a pre·appr..:•ved p:.,yment p!cm {39%) 
,:;,r the EPP {44':;,) 

Da,,wgraµl,icaily ~rt highly 1t:fkd1vt! of ;:!l fortise.c r.Jtur;:il 
c.u;torner-; 

Strong Opposers 

1 Do not .::upport the con.;.cpt of payir,g 
e;;:tr,a tv prote,;:t against in,:;:r~w::e:,; 
(63% w .. 10Jd rnlhEf not pay extra) 

Le.M toward preferring ':,.n;:aller, ff,ore freq1;cnt 
adjustments to their n3!ut,:il g;,,:: bill {43%} o~·cr b1r9er, less 
fre-quent aciju-:;;tments {17%J 

} Least ~ensitive to natural gas: bi!l in<:fl.!\1~·~ 

19% 

Anxious & Uncertain 

) Would rather not p.:iy e·<tfU to pro ten 
,agamst in,:rea>e:; l42'%) .:,ri:!ri'. umure 
{37%) 

Mort ::-en:;i1f.:e to flc3turnl gas bill ln<.reasts, cspHh3lly at,:, 
2:5% incre<1!;e (40% ,:,ay they 'Nou!d d-efmlteiy make 
chaoges) 

/AO$\ corKemi::d ,1.h<rul increq~ing prk,~ in :al! expendtturr 
arec1s 

Dem.::;.9rnph1ca!lj ~re shgh11:y younge-r, nv:,re- hket1 to b!: 
kr.Y in.c(rn,~ .sr.d live in;; tov1nh<iu:;e, 3pMi:mer.t or condo 
vernJ.$ the other £:egrnent$ 

7 .1 How did FEI initially segregate respondents into their respective groups of Stability 
Seekers, Strong Opponents and Anxious & Uncertain 

7 .2 Could FEI develop an option whereby Strong Opposers could opt out and Stability 
Seekers could opt in? Please explain why or why not. 
7.2.1 If yes, please provide an overview of how such a program could be managed. 

{00957139;1} 
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8. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2 Appendix A page 27 

,4pproxiin.1tE<ly tour-in-t€'n res:1denli,!f 
wstomers, !ovt income residential 
customers: and ~mall commeroJ! 
custorne1& a,e wiWng to pay more eJch 
month to provide gre.1ter stJbility in 
their ndhira! gds bill, ,,.,,ith f:'ljUdl 
percentages holdmg J cont1Jry vlow. 

On average, residl::'ntial customo2-rs think 
.almost foui percent rnore t>,jch 

reJi:.onJblt! lo prnvide-r greater 
in Ule1r natural qas bill. 

Residential 

3.6% 2.0% 

sentis 

Small Commercial 

Aver:ige (mean) 

4.6% 

low income (Ustom<:'rs are comp:.1r,1bl; 
0% (N.:i increa5e) 

40% 
47% 

0% (No incraas<:) 40% 

k,s'.- hh:;ly to wJnt to e;,:t,a for 
An in(1t•a·~0 pt'1cent is 

rnJson.::it!e a:rnong this 
tu">tomeJ 9roup 

Srna!! commc:rci:,! cus.tom,::rs are- w1U1ng 
to lhE> most for b1!! sl.1b!lity. with ,m 

fi'.'8 µ,:,11ct?nt in(!f3'.:·£' m thE-ir bi!! 
being conqdered ri?JS(HJJb!t:. 

th0 th1 ev I esidentiJ! segrnents, 
the most rtCF.ptive 

to p.1ymg morn {91%) w!lh an aver.1ge 
mcrease of six morn being 
considered Alt0rnal!\11?ly, 
Srruog Opposr:r:, and the Am1~,us (."'.: 

littl,:,, to no int,:r,::;t in 
natural gas billing 

1nto4% 

5%to9% 

10%+ 

Oon't know 

: 12% 

17% 

18% 

10% 

16% 
19% 

, ! .t.!I Rcs1d,::nt; (n:::057) 

low ln--:orn-2 Rt:5;dtnt::; (n::::;t·)) 

1%to4% 13% 

\2% 

109~+ ·15% 

Don't kno•.v 21% 

8.1 Please provide the full dataset for the Appendix A results or indicate where in the 
application it may be found. 

8.2 Please provide ( or indicate where in the application) the dataset, calculations and the 
sources of information used in making the statement that 'On average residential 
customers think paying almost four percent more each month is reasonable to provide 
greater stability in their natural gas bill'. 

8.3 Please rationalize the All Residents N of 717 with the All Residents N of 857 both of 
which are shown on the page. 

8.4 Please rationalize the Low Income Residents N of 80 with the Low Income Residents of 
99 both of which are shown on the page. 

8.5 Please rationalize the Small Commercial N of 167 with the Small Commercial N of 132 
both of which are shown on the page. 

8.6 Did FEI survey large commercial customers? Please explain why or why not. 

(00957139;1} 
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9. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2 Appendix A page 35 and Appendix A Survey page 4 

Re-,;idential nJtural gas CU$tom.:.,r,:; report 
hJ\iing an av-2-r,lge month!)' bill of dose 
to $ 79 .Jnd S'mJl! rnrnmi?fciJI CLlstomers 

having an avHag1:: bill of just c,ver 
month 

Low 1t1come 1€'S:.iderHia1 LUStomers report 
an average n,1tura! QJS b1H of about SS I 
pe-r month. 

As would be t>Xp€,cte:d. those crntomers 
who ~i1.,e nJtm al gas to he-Jt their 
horne/bu-sine.ss have a hlgh12r monthly 
bill t!un those wh0 use electncity fo1 
!watrng {Jtnonq reside-ntial custorne1s, 
$S 1/rnont.h on "average- for those heatmg 
their home-v1ith n,1turol tJas vi;;rsus 
$65.e.O/month for tho$e llsmg d0i:tric1ty, 
.:ind among small comme1 cial customers. 
$35S 60irnonth on .werdg~ for those 
hf'at1ng their prenw:e-; with nahua! ~ps 
V€•rsus $248JW/month for those usmg 
e!t?ctncity} 

Among the thil:!6 st'ginenls. St.1i..11Jiry 
SeekeH have a -5light!)1 !ower monthl'(' 
nJlu!Jl gJs b1H lhJn th(' other two. 

Residential 

Average (lne:in) 

$7S, 70/month SS0.90/month 

Less than $49 

$50 to $59 

$60 to $69 

170 to $79 

180 to $99 

$100to $119 

$120 + 

'18% 
27% 

12% 

18% 
14% 

14% 
8% 

9
,, 

" 13% 

.:; All R.o:fr:fent~ /n=S57) 

Small Commercial 

$336.10/month 

Lessthan$100 13% 

$t00to$t49 111117% 

$150to$J99 12% 

$200 to $299 819% 

$300 to $399 .12% 

$400 to $499 I 6% 

$500 to $599 I 4% 

$600 + 111117% 

sentis 

low lncon1e Re"idenb (n=99J li!I Sni,;111 Corn<11erci;.:.; {n=l67i 

Survey Page 4 
QDS12. What is your current avei-aqe monthly natural ~Jas bill I Please enter in a round dollar amount (no 

cents). 

If you don't know what your average bill L1; please provide your best estimate, For your reference, 

the average month~v natural gas btll is between $S5 and $80 for a household with 4 people in a 2,200 

square loot home. BUS: For your reference, the average monthly natural gas bill is between $ 7 65 and 

$240 for an organization ofyour size. 

·----- I month RANGE IS 11-999 (9999 FOR BUSINESSES) 

9.1 Please confirm that a customer responding to QDS12 on page 4 of the Survey in 
Appendix A (and shown on page 35 of Appendix A) were reporting their total monthly 
natural gas bill, and not just the commodity/Cost of Gas portion. 

{00957139;1} 
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10. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2, Appendix A, survey page 6 

Awareness Of Natural Gas Pricing 

Your n.:itural gas bill is made up of several different components. 

One component of the bill is the Cost of Gas, which is the price Fo1i:isBC pays for natural ~Jason the open 

market. These ch,:119es are passed on to custome1s without a rnarl<-up. All customers, unless they have 

signed a cont1,Jct with J natural CJas marketer, pay the same rate for the Cost of Gas. 

In the rest of the survey we will be talking about the Cost of Gas part of the bill. 
SHOW EXPLANATION ABOVE AND QUESTIONS 5 & 6 ON THE SAME SCREEN 

10 .1 Please confirm that the statement 'In the rest of the survey we will be talking about the 
Cost of Gas paii of the bill' is the primary statement in the survey that distinguishes that 
the remainder of the survey is evaluating the response to a rise in Cost of Gas rather a rise 
in the total natural gas bill. 

10.2 Please confirm that this statement occurs prior to the survey questions regarding tolerance 
for natural gas bill fluctuations (7,8,9) and the questions on preferences for managing 
natural gas fluctuations (11,12,13,14). 

10.3 Please confirm that the customer was at no time provided with information regarding the 
prop01iion that the natural gas commodity accounts for in their total natural gas bill. 
10.3.1 If not confirmed, please identify in what part of the survey the customer was 

provided with, and/or identified accurate awareness as to the relative size and 
value of the commodity portion of their natural gas bill. 

10.4 Please confirm that FEI did not provide customers who were surveyed with data on FEI's 
cost of gas charged to the customer and any proposed hedging impact on the customer's 
cost of gas and total bill over time. 
10.4.1 If not confirmed, please identify in what part of the survey the customer was 

provided with this information. 

{00957139;1} 

10.4.1.1 Please identify is customers demonstrated understanding of this 
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11. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2 Appendix A Survey page 6 and page 6 and page 7 

{ 00957139; 1} 

Tolerance Re: Natural Gas Bill Fluctuations 

Because FortisBC buys natural gas on the open market it is subject to price fluctuations. 

!111c1(Jine that fm next year your average monthly natural gas bill was going to i11nease from [AMOUNT 

FROM QDS12] to [AMOUNT FROM QDS12 x1.25] due to an increase in the cost of natural gas and not 

because of any incre.:ise in usage on the part of your household/ IF BUS: organization. 

Q7. How likely v,ould you be to change your household's/ IF BUS: organization's behaviour (such 

as turning down the thernwstdt, cutting back spending in other areas, t1yin9 to use your n;1tural 9as 

appliances/equipment less often, etc.) to help offset this increase in your bill? 

5. Definitely would make some chan9es 

4. Probably 

3. Might or might not 

2. Probably not 

1. Definitely would not make any chan~1es 

98. Don't know/ not sure 

G 

ASK Q8 IF Q7=1, 2, 3, OR 4. OTHERWISE GO TO 0 

Q8. Anet what i[ for the next year your average monthly bill \Vent from [AMOUNT FROM QDS12J to 

[AMOUNT FROM QDS12 x1.5]? Would you ... 

5. Definitely would m,,ke some chan~ies 

4. Probably 

3. Mi~Jht or might not 

2. Probably not 

·1. Definitely would not make any changes 

98. Don't know/ not sure 

ASK Q9 IF Q8=1, 2, 3, OR 4. OTHERWISE GO TO Q10 

Q9. Ancl finally, what if for the next year you1· c1veraqe monthly bill went from [AMOUNT FROM QDS12] 

to [AMOUNT FROM QDS12 x 2}? Would you ... 

5. Definitely would make some changes 

4. Probably 

3. Might or mi~iht not 

2. Probably not 

1. Definitely would not rnake any chan~1es 

98. Don't know/ not sure 
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11.1 Please confirm that the statement 
"Imagine that for the next year your average monthly natural gas bill was going to 
increase from [AMOUNT FROM QDS12] to [AMOUNT FROM QDS2 x 1.25] due 
to an increase in the cost of natural gas and not because of any increase in the usage 
on the part of your IF RES: household/ IF BUS: organization" implies that the total 
customer bill would rise by 25%, 50% or 100% as a result of an increase in the Cost 
of Gas. 

11.2 Please confirm that a discussion of increases in the total monthly gas bill is inconsistent 
with the prior statement that the remainder of the survey would be 'talking about the Cost 
of Gas part of the bill'. 

11.3 Please confirm that to the extent customers provide their total natural gas bill in response 
to question QDS 12, and not just the commodity portion, customers could be imagining 
increases of 25%, 50% and 100% to their total bill when responding to Q7, Q8 and Q9. 
11.3 .1 If not confirmed, please explain why not. 

11.4 Please calculate the percentage increase that would be required in the Cost of Gas at 
present for a customer to experience an increase of 25%, 50% and 100% in their total 
natural gas bill. Please provide for both residential and commercial customers. 
11.4.1 Please discuss the likelihood of an increase occurring in the price of the natural 

gas commodity over the next five years that would cause an increase of 25%, 
50% and 100% in the total natural gas bill. 

11.5 Please confirm or otherwise explain that FEI has no reason to expect that market prices 
will increase to a level which could increase total bills by up to 25%, 50% or 100% in 
the next 5 years. 

11.6 Please confirm that FEI' s survey questions regarding tolerance for rate fluctuations did 
not address the possibility of bill reductions. 
11.6.1 If confirmed, please explain why not. 

{00957139;1) 
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12. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2, Appendix A survey page 8 

ASK ALL 

()11. Some products fluctuate in price because they a1·e traded 011 the open market, which means no one 

knows for sure if the price will go up or clown. When it cornes to paying for a product that has a 

fluctuatino price, which most closely matches your point-of-viewi RANDOMIZE TWO OPTIONS 

1. I would rather pay a bit extra each month to protect against possible. larqer monthly increases in 
the future 

2. I would ratiier not p,iy;, bit extra each month and not be protected acpinst possible, larger 

monthly increases in the future 

98. Don't know 

Q12. Paying extra to ensure stable bills/payments applies to natLll'al gas. Since it is possible for natural gas 

prices lo fluctuate,, this could mean your natural c1as bill coulcl 90 up ancl/or clown several times a yec1r 

even if you1 usage 1·em,1ins the s&ne. 

Knowing this, how much more clo you tl·1ink is reasonable to pay each month to provide greater stability 

in your natural gas bill? Type in the percentage increase below 

Paying ___ % more ec1ch month on my nc1tural ~1as bill is reasonable RANGE IS 1-100% 

0 Zero/ Do not want to pay more for gre,1ter sl,1bility 

0 Don't know 

Q13. GenerJlly, whJt do you think of the idea of paying extra now lo e11su1e a more stable nature gas bill? 

Select only one, 

1. I like it. keeping 

ForiisBC 

rny / lF SUS: our naturc1I (Jas bill stdble should be ,1 top priority for 

2. lt's ok, but l wony that l / IF we will encl up pJying too much for riatural gas 

3. l don't like it, For tis BC should just buy the natur.:il 9as needed cit the market rate Jnd let it 

fluctu,1te 

97. No opinion/ doesn't matter to me. 

Q14. Which of the followinc1 best matches your opinion? Select only one. RANDOMIZE TWO OPTIONS 

1. I prefer that FortisBC make smaller, more frequent adjustments to the Cost of Gas rate 

2. I prefer thc1t FortisBC make less frequent adjustments to the Cost of Gas rate even if the 
change in the rate maybe larger each time 

97. Neither 

98. Don't know 

12.1 In question Ql2 FEI requests information regarding the percentage increase customers 
would find reasonable to ensure a more stable natural gas bill. Please confirm that FEI 
has interpreted this response as referring to an increase in the total natural gas bill, and 
not just an increase in the commodity portion of the natural gas bill. 
12.1.1 If not confirmed, please explain why not and rationalize FEI's statement on 

page 13 of the application and footnote 11. 
12.2 Please explain where FEI distinguished that the survey was at that point referring to a 

percentage increase in the total natural gas bill and not to a percentage increase in the 

(00957139;1) 
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Cost of Gas which was declared as the subject matter for the remainder of the survey on 
page 6 of the survey. 

13. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2, page 13 and 14 
FEI hns considered wr1etl1er this cost prerniurn is consistent v.;ith the potentiol cost of FEl's 
current oppo1iunistic l1edging strnte9y. By hed~1ing near the low end of market prices in the 
current price environment, FEI does not expect l1ed~1es to be significnntly out-of-the-money for 
an extended period and believes there is also the likelihood of hedging g8ins rather than costs 
over time. Therefore, FEI expects tl1at, over time. any potential premium in gas costs arisin~1 

from the hedgin~J program woulcl likely be lower than t11e avernGJe customer premium tolerances 
as indicated in the survey. 

Tl1e survey results support FEl's vtev,; that, at this time, an oppo1iunistic hedging strategy is 
required to rneet the interests of customers. If the market price environment were to change. 
such as if market prices 1,,vere significantly higher and more volatile, FEI would consider more 
customer research to help determine if custorners· concerns or tolerances for ~Jas rates or bills 
!ins changed, ancl consider other price risk management tools or strategies. 

13. 1 Please quantify the potential cost premium of FEI' s current opportunistic hedging 
strategy and show how it is calculated. 

13.2 Please elaborate on how much lower the cost premiums are likely to be than the average 
customer premium tolerances. 

13.3 Please elaborate on the term 'out-of-the-money' and why it is important that FEI does not 
expect hedges to be out-of-the-money for an extended period. 

13.4 Please define 'extended period'. 
13.5 Please provide a full discussion of each of the 'other' price risk management tools or 

strategies that FEI is currently using for its customers or reference those discussed in the 
application to which FEI is referring . 

14. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2, page 17 

FEI uses a mix of monthly and daily commodity supply purchases to mitigate the volatility of the 
daily rnarket prices, since monthly prices are set and fixed at the beginning of each month but 
daily prices can fluctuate throughout the month as they settle daily. FEI currently purchases 60 
percent of the commodity supply at rnonthly index price and the remaining 40 percent at the 
daily index price. In a rising price environment, purchasing monthly index priced supply benefits 
custorners compared to daily priced supply, since daily prices will continue to be higher than the 
monthly index price. In a declining price environment, the opposite is true - purchasing daily 
priced index supply as prices fall during the month v1ould benefit customers from not being 
locked in with the monthly priced index. In a stable price environment, there is no material 
difference in monthly and daily index prices. However, purchasing a mix of monthly and daily 
conm1odity supply does not significantly mitigate monthly market price volatility as pricing is still 
based on index prices which fluctuate in response to changes in the supply and demand for 
natural gas in the marketplace. 

14.1 Why does FEI use the ratio of 60% for monthly index and 40% at daily index instead of 
some other ratio? Please provide a brief explanation. 

(00957139;1} 
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14.2 Would a ratio of 70% monthly and 30% daily provide FEI with more or less volatility in 
FEI's gas costs? Please explain. 

15. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2, page 18 

4.2.1 Quarterly Rate Setting and Deferral Account 

Each quarter FEI reviews the actual incmred and forward market prices, and the actual and 
projected deferral accoLint balances to detenT1ine if a commodity rate change is warranted. The 
CCRA captures the difference between what is recovered fro1Y1 custorners throL1gh rates and 
what FEI actually pays for its commodity gas supply in the market. Quarterly rate setting allows 
FEI to manage the size of the balance in the CCRA, while providing customers with some rate 
stability and price transparency through a relatively sirnple and efficient process. The 
mechanism attempts to balance managing the frequency and the size of rate changes with rate 
stability. More frequent rate changes tend to reduce the magnitude of rate changes when they 
occL1r. Less frequent rate changes can lead to more stable rates for a longer period, but may 
lead to a greater magnitude in rate changes in a volatile market price environment. Less 
frequent rate changes could also increase deferral account balances to unreasonable levels. 

15 .1 Please discuss what would occur for pricing volatility if FEI changed prices every 2 
months instead of every quarter. 

{ 00957139;1} 
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16. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2, page 20 

Figure 4-1: Market Prices vs FEI Commodity Rate (Without Hedging) 
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16.1 Please overlay the customer bill rate on Figure 4-1 
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17. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2, page 23 

Figure 4-2: Simulation of Market Prices for Extreme Price Spike Scenario 

- Cxtreme Price Spike Sct;nario -A\":h13I IJ1storical Pllces 

17.1 Please confirm that Figure 4-2 uses daily market prices. 
17 .1.1 If not confirmed, please specify the market prices used. 

17.2 Please provide the same data using 60% monthly and 40% daily pricing. 

18. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2 page 24 

Figure 4-3: Rate Impacts from Extreme Price Spike Scenario 
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18.1 Please provide Figure 4-3 using 60% monthly and 40% daily pricing or confirm that 60% 
monthly and 40% daily pricing has been used. 

18.2 Please provide the actual bill rates for each year. 

19. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2, page Exhibit B-1-2, page 27 

By having a medium term hedging strategy in place, FE! is able to take advantage of favourable 
n,arket price conditions and capture price opportunities for customers when they arise. 

This strategy is not about trying to 'beat tl,e market' by capturing forward prices at levels below 
those where market prices ultimately settle; it is about locking in favourable market prices to 
help preserve low cornmodity rates for customers. 

19 .1 Please confirm, otherwise explain that FEI is not willing to be measured for the success 
of its hedging strategy by comparing its hedged prices against the market prices. 

19 .2 How can FEI be measured for success on its hedging program if it is not to be measured 
against the market? Please provide quantification of any measures that FEI deems 
appropriate. 

20. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2, page 27 

FE! considers that price risk management objectives should be achieved in a cost effective 
manner. In the current market price environment, characterized by a healthier gas supply 
outlook, forward market prices are at lower levels and closer to gas production costs for many 
gas plays (see Section 3.1.2). As such, the likelihood and amount of potential hedging costs is 
significantly reduced when compared to previous years. However, with any hedging strategy or 
program, there is always the potential for hedging costs (as well as gains). The key to a 
successful program is its ability to meet the objectives without incurring significant hedging costs 
for a period. Therefore, FEI recommends implementing fixed price swaps only in relatively low 
rnarket price environments in the interests of preserving relatively low cornlT'lodity rates for 
customers. Other hedging instruments, such as call options or costless collars, which provide 
downside price participation, could be used in higher priced environments. 

20.1 Please provide the hedging costs for the last 20 years. 
20.2 Please confirm or otherwise explain that FEI is referring to a five year forward price. 
20.3 What does FEI consider to be 'significant hedging costs'? Please explain and provide 

quantification. 

(00957139;1} 
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21. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2, page 15 and Appendix B 

4. PRICE RISK MANAGEMENT TOOLS 

In this section, FE! provides an assessment of the tools used by or available to FEI to manage 
price risk on behalf of customers. The various tools are based on a consideration of what is 
available to FEI in the marketplace, the rnarket price environment and customer research. They 
include physical gas contracting tools, the use of deferral accounts, rate-setting mechanisms, 
and hedging instruments. They also include the Equal Payment Plan and Custorner Choice 
program, which offer ways for customers to help smooth out their monthly bills or enter into fixed 
rate contracts with natural gas marketers. Each of these tools has potential benefits and 
limitations. As shown by the analysis in this section, hedging is the most effective tool for 
rnitigating market gas price volatility and capturing low market prices for customers. 

The following subsections provide an assessment of each price risk management tool. A table 
summarizing the benefits and limitations of each alternative price risk management tool is 
included in Appendix B. 

APPENDIX 8 
AVAILABLE PRICE RISK MANAGEMENT TOOLS 

FEI purchases supply 
from multiple procll1cers or 
marketers. 

FEI purchases commodity 
supply at Station 2 and 
AECO/NIT (and in the 
past, Huntingdon/Sumas) 
rather than a single hub. 

FEI contracts firm pipeline 
transportation capacity in 
BC and Albe1ia to meet 
the forecasted load 
requirements of its core 
customers. 

FEI currently purchases 
commodity supply at a mix 
of 60% monthly and 40% 
daily index prices. 

No impact on mitigating 
market price or rate volatility 
or captLiring low forward 
market prices if purchasing 
at market index 

Mitigates any market price 
disconnections that may 
occur at particular price hubs 
due to regional pipeline 
constraints or other market 
conditions. 

Reduces FEl's exposure to 
demand centre hL1bs sL1ch as 
Sumas and Kingsgate. Does 
not impact AECO/NIT or 
Station 2 price volatility or 

low forward market 

Daily market price volatility is 
redL1ced by having monthly 
priced supply in the portfolio. 

FORTISHC' 

Only helps to manage 
counterparty credit or supply 
risk. 

Does not mitigate overall 
market price volatility as all 
market prices generally move 
together. Does not capture low 
for11ard market prices. 

Costs associated with holding 
transportation pipeline capacity 
may not always be cheaper 
than the alternative of 
purchasing at a demand centre 
hub. 

Does not mitigate monthly 
market price volatility or 
capture low forward market 
prices. 

21.1 In a separate column for all of Appendix B, please identify which Price Risk 
Management tools FEI has employed in the past and any that FEI proposes to introduce 
as new. 

21.2 Please identify whether each of the Price Risk Management tools that FEI has utilized in 
the past have been successfully employed. 

(00957139;1) 
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22. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2, page 34 

4.6 SUMMARY OF PRICE RISH l'vfANAGEMENr AND TEGIES 

Each tool and mechanism described in Sections 4.1 to 4.5 is appropriate in playing a role in 
supporting the price risk management objectives during various market conditions and helping 
ratepayers benefit from improved rate stability. All of the strategies, tools and mechanisms are 
effective to some degree in reducing volatility, while hedging is most effective during volatile 
price regimes and during significant price increases. Hedging is also an effective tool that 
enables FEI to capture low market prices to meet the objective of maintaining historically low 
rates. For the strategies currently utilised, it is FEl's customers and the gas marketers and 
shipper agents under the Customer Choice Program and Transportation Service, not FEl's 
shareholders, who reap the benefits and incur the costs of various price risk management tools 
and strategies. 

22.1 Please confirm that the hedging program components that FEI proposes to utilize will 
also confer benefits or costs on FEI' s customers and gas marketers and not on FEI' s 
shareholders. 

(00957139; I} 
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23. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2 page 36 

1 MEDIUM· TERM HEDGING PROGRAM REFINEMENTS 

FEI is requesting Commission approval for refinements to the existing medium-term 
opportunistic hedging program for customers who receive commodity supply from FEI. These 
changes include lowering the hedging price targets from the 2017 PRMP, having different winter 
and summer price targets, and extending the hedging horizon. FEl's previous requests for 
approval under the 2017 PRMP are provided in Appendix C. For sin1plicity, FEI has defined the 
hedging terms as including whole winter, summer or one-year terms and not included hedging 
for individual months. FEI is seeking approval of the following under its medium-term hedging 
program: 

a) For summer terms, execute hedges when forvvard AECO/NIT market prices are: 

i. at or below - for up to 25 percent of the FEI commodity supply 
portfolio; 

ii. at or below - for up to 50 percent of the FEI commodity supply 
portfolio; 

b) For winter terms, execute hedges when forNard AECO/NIT market prices are: 

i. at or below - for up to 25 percent of the FEI commodity supply 
portfolio; 

ii. at or below - for up to 50 percent of the FEI corrnr1odity supply 
portfolio; 

c) For one-year terms, execute hedges when forvvard AECO/NIT market prices are: 

i. at or below - for up to 25 percent of the FEI commodity supply 
portfolio; 

ii. at or below - for up to 50 percent of the FEI commodity supply 
portfolio; 

cl) The price targets listed above apply to each winter or summer term or one-year term 
'Nithin the three-year horizon of November 2018 to October 2021. 

The maximurn hedging for any term is limited to 50 percent of the FEI commodity supply 
portfolio. Hedges can include fixed price financial swaps or physical fixed price purchases. No 
hedges wmild be executed if the hedge price targets listed above were not reached. 

The one-year term hedging price targets have been adjusted to the average of the winter and 
summer term hedging price targets. For example, the first one-year term hedging price target 

23 .1 Please show the differences in gas costs FEI would have charged its customers over the 
last 5 years between the existing hedging criteria and those proposed above in quarterly 
price for gas, back tested over the last 5 years. 

(00957139;1} 
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24. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2, page 38 and 39 

5.2 HEDGING TERMS Up ro FIVE YEARS 

FEI is also requesting approval for a hedging strategy that includes hedges with terms of up to 
five years. Like the medium-term hedging program currently in place, this hedging plan is also 
an opportunistic strategy to capture low market prices and improve the likelihood of n1aintaining 
low commodity rate for customers for a longer period. FEI is seeking approval of the following 
under its longer term hedging program: 

a) Execute hedges when forward AECO/NIT market prices are at or below -
I for up to 25 percent of the FEI commodity supply portfolio for terms up to five 
years within the hedging horizon of November 2018 to October 2024; 

b) Total hedging for any term in combination with the medium-term hedging program is 
50 percent; and 

This hedging strategy is an extension of the current mediurn-term hedging strategy with the 
objective of capturing low market price opporiunities for customers. As discussed in Section 3, 
forward AECO/NIT market prices have decreased significantly in recent years, not only for the 
short and medium term, but also for the longer term. However, opportunities to capture low 
market prices may not last indefinitely. This hedging strategy is also more favourable than other 
longer term price risk management options that could be available to FEI, as discussed in 
Section 4.5. 

FEI believes that consideration of implementing hedges of terms more than five years, and up to 
ten years in length, is appropriate in the current market price environment. This would help 
achieve the objectives for a longer period. However, FEI recognizes that its current 
opportunistic hedging strategy for up to three years out is newly approved, and that the 
Commission and/or stakeholders may not, at this time, be supportive of extending hedging to 
include terms of up to ten years. While FEI believes that the ten-year longer term hedging 
request would help to meet the 2018 PRMP objectives and has provided reasons for the 
request in Section 3 and Section 4.5.1, FEI is recommending a maximum five-year hedge term 
at this time. 

24.1 For how many, and which years, has FEI conducted hedging? 
24.2 Please provide an overview of FEI's historical hedging practices and their results. 
24.3 Please provide FEI's views as to which strategies have been most effective over the 

period and explain why. Please provide quantification to support the statements. 
24. 4 Why is FEI recommending a 5 year term if it believes that a 10 year term would be 

better? 
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25. Reference: Exhibit B-1-2, page 42 

7. FUTURE REPORTING 

FEI plans to continue to monitor the market price environment and the effectiveness of its price 
risk management. FEI intends to submit to the Commission an Annual Report by May 1st each 
year, which discusses the effectiveness of the hedging program, if approved, in meeting the 
objectives. More specifically, this report would include the following items: 

• A financial summary of any gains or costs, which have resulted from hedging activities. 

• A description of the impact on rate volatility of any hedging activity as compared to what 
would have occurred had hedging not been unde1iaken. 

• The commodity rates achieved relative to historical averages. 

• An overall assess111ent of the effectiveness of any hedging activities undertaken and 
co1Tm1ents on potential irnprovements or changes. 

• A description of the impact on rate volatility related to the implementation of the recent 
enhancements made to the conwnodity rate setting mechanis1r1 and comments on any 
issues arising. 

A copy of this report would also be provided to all participants of this Application proceeding, 
redacted if necessary. 

FEI recognizes that the medium-term hedging strategies are appropriate in the current gas 
market price environtT1ent, but may not be applicable if market conditions changed significantly 
in the future. FEI suggested that the strategies be reviewed through this update report on an 
annual basis to discuss how the strategies have worked so far and if any refinements need to 
be made. If refinements are recon1mended, FEI expects it would discuss these with 
stakeholders and, if supported, bring these forward to the Commission for approval in a 
subsequent application. 

The effectiveness of the hedging program should be determined over several years, rather than 
over a single winter or surnrner season or year. This is because market prices for natural gas 

can be lower in one period and higher in another. Several years are required to deterrnine if 
greater rate stability and capturing low market prices has been achieved. However, an annual 
report will help to provide some initial indications of the effectiveness of the hedging program. 
The first annual repo1i relating to the proposed hedging program within this 2018 PRMP would 
be submitted to the Cornmission by May 1, 2019, given that any hedging, if approved, would not 

likely be implemented until after May 1, 2018. 

25.1 What reporting did FEI undertake during its past/existing hedging program? Please 
identify where the results may be accessed. 

25.2 Please provide FEI's historical results for its past/current hedging programs including: 
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• A description of the impact on rate volatility of any hedging activity as compared 
to what would have occurred had hedging not been undertaken 

• The commodity rates achieved relative to historical averages 

• An overall assessment of the effectiveness of any hedging activities undertaken 
and comments on potential improvements or changes 

• A description of the impact on rate volatility related to the implementation of 
recent enhancements made to the commodity rate setting mechanism and 
comments on any issues arising. 

• Please provide quantification for the above. 

25.3 Is FEI able to determine whether the rates it provided to its customers exceed or are lower 
than the rates it would have provided had there been no hedging? Please explain. 
25 .3 .1 If yes, please provide an analysis of whether the rates FEI has provided its 

customers exceeded or were lower than the rates that would have been provided 
had there been no hedging. 

25 .4 How many years are required to determine whether or not low market prices have been 
achieved? Please provide an explanation for the number. 
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